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In the evening when the day goes down

Lucy leaves the city lights

stands and watches, with her coat pulled around,

how the neon hits the skies

sometimes she thinks she knows him

sometimes his outline’s just a blur

but he’s always there on her mind

she finds a window seat on the subway home

places her handbag by her feet                                     

re-reads a message on her phone 

a little something to keep him real      

sometimes she thinks she sees him

hears the turnstile click behind a blur     

as if he’s homebound just like her

sometimes she thinks she loves him

sometimes his outline’s just a blur

but he’s always there on her mind

all the changing faces passing through

they never bothered her at all

they’re just a backdrop that ties the light 

into patterns on the wall

sometimes she thinks she hears him

when the handle turns on their front door

as if he’s there, like before

when you come back home

when you turn the key

is he still there with you?

Is he within reach?

Music: Pål Angelskår
Words: Pål Angelskår / Sjur Lyseid

Strings arranged by: Roar Nilsen
Jon Arild Nupen-Stieng: Electric guitar

Henrik Harr Widerøe: Bass, Juno 2, flutes, backing vocals
Harald Sommerstad: Grand Piano, Moog, Juno 2

Pål Angelskår: Acoustic guitars, vocals
Thom Hell: Spooky electric guitars on the outro

Karl-Joakim Wisløff: Piano solo on the outro
Marie Munroe: Backing vocals

Roar Nilsen: Synthesizer
Oslo Strings:

Lise Voldsdal: violin
Ragnhild Lien: violin

Isa Holmesland: viola
Kaja Fjellberg Pettersen: cello

Written in dialogue with: Al Stewart, Ghost, Pink Floyd 
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Come to me with your silliest dream     

come to me when you’re hopeful

come to me just to disagree  

I’ll be at your disposal       

come to me right after she leaves                                                       

when it feels like you can’t make it past her

sweet summer girls they leave no guarantees                  

and they don’t always pick up to answer 

and everybody knows

at one point you’ll expect me to show you how 

before you give the the dream a go                                           

when it feels like you’re made for that rock’n roll 

come to me when you’re down on your knees

and this world is more than you can handle   

come to me, let me know how it feels

let’s see if we can find another angle

feels like I should know

if you were right to expect just a little more

when you have to let her go                                 

and no earthly reason seems good enough

I’ve been here before

I’ve been here before you

come to me when you no longer believe

in all the things that I taught you

come to me, let yourself in

stay for as long as you want to

Words and music: Pål Angelskår
Jon Arild Nupen-Stieng: Electric guitars, 

acoustic high strung guitars
Henrik Harr Widerøe: Bass, backing vocals

Harald Sommerstad: Grand piano, 
Baleani Altimoro, Moog

Halvor Høgh Winsnes: Drums
Pål Angelskår: Vocals, acoustic guitars

Roar Nilsen: Acoustic guitar, barytone guitar
Written in dialogue with: Ween, R.E.M., Dire Straits, 

Jonatan Angelskår Lindboe
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Can’t think of a reason you should stay

I prepared for nothing and nothing came      

and someone always cares

but they can all just disappear

past your guard, under your skin

into your life and out again                                                        

into the dark as the earth spins 

the craziest thing that you made me do

was to make me think I could be like you

young and clean

but you know now just where I’ve been       

past their guard, under their skin

will you disappear if I let you in?

Into my life and there within 

a miniature him to stick your pins in

will you be around when the night begins?

It used to feel so good just wasting time                  

we used to go so fast, we used to get so high         

and skillfully float like butterflies                             

throw our punches at the open sky                            

am I beyond repair?                                                               

And how come you won’t disappear?

I guess I hope that in time you’ll see

I’ll need you whispering behind me                

once I step into the light

opposite the shadows that I fight 

my hands can’t hit what my eyes can’t see

but I won’t take count as long as you’re with me   

so there’s a million reasons I should call 

but it’s never as easy as just letting go

never as easy as laying low

Words and music: Pål Angelskår / Sjur Lyseid
Jon Arild Nupen-Stieng: Electric and acoustic guitars

Henrik Harr Widerøe: Bass, backing vocals
Harald Sommerstad: Grand Piano

Halvor Høgh Winsnes: Drums, Percussion
Pål Angelskår: Vocals

Bjarne Gustavsen: Hammond B3
Written in dialogue with: Neil Young with Crazy Horse, 

Cassius Marcellus Clay jr.
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I forgive you, my love

for all the little things you leave out

when we talk

but your silence can’t deny

it’s when you break, little girl

that I can get a hold of who you are

so don’t keep it all inside

and I’m so tired of trying to believe

in someone I don’t trust                          

and love expires, if it doesn’t get to breathe 

so let’s just inhale the dust                                                               

I forgive you, my love

’cause I can understand a change of heart

but why do you keep me hanging on?

Forgive me, my love

for acting like I mean something to you

I mean, c’mon!

If you’re so tired, then why the need to be

so close to what you’re giving up

our dreams expire, while you wait for something real

and more thrilling, I suppose

and I’m so tired of trying to break free

from someone I want to trust 

and you’re such a liar

when you say that you believe in what used to be us

I forgive you, my love

for loving someone else, it’s not your fault 

it’s what love does

forgive me, I’m lost

if I can’t find and hit that switch, my love

that keeps you from taking off                             

and I’m so tired of trying to believe

in someone I don’t trust

your breath expires if you don’t get to love

forgive me if I must

Words and music: Pål Angelskår
Jon Arild Nupen-Stieng: Electric guitars, 

acoustic high strung guitars
Henrik Harr Widerøe: Bass, backing vocals

Harald Sommerstad: Grand Piano, mellotron
Halvor Høgh Winsnes: Drums

Pål Angelskår: Acoustic guitars, vocals
Marie Munroe: Vocals

Roar Nilsen: Acoustic guitars, shaker, tambourine
Written in dialogue with: George Harrison, 

Laura Marling, The Little Hands of Asphalt  
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I hear you say

«it’s a beautiful day»

strange to know it’s not mine for keeping

the thought escapes

’cause I cannot feel the pain

makes me wonder if I’m still sleeping 

go, go away burden

I can feel it sting, but it’s no longer hurting

don’t be afraid

I remember everything

each and every feeling

and I know 

that your love for me is strong

it’s the one thing I always believed in

it whispers: go away burden

go, go, go burden

so beautiful day

take me away

take me somewhere I can keep dreaming

take me to that place

where I make no mistakes

’cause my thoughts can be so deceiving

and whisper:

go, go away burden

go, go, go burden

a kiss goodbye

and then one more time

we both smile ’cause it bears repeating

you don’t have to know

makes it easier to let go

when you’re out the door it still feels like cheating    

go, go away burden

go, go away burden

so beautiful day

take me away

take me somewhere I can keep dreaming

take me to that place

where I make no mistakes

’cause my thoughts can be so deceiving

and whisper:

go, go away burden

go, go, go burden

Music: Harald Sommerstad
Words: Harald Sommerstad / Pål Angelskår
Jon Arild Nupen-Stieng: Electric guitar solo
Henrik Harr Widerøe: Bass, backing vocals

Harald Sommerstad: Grand Piano
Halvor Høgh Winsnes: Drums, Percussion

Pål Angelskår: Acoustic guitars, vocals
Written in dialogue with: John Lennon, Ringo 

Starr, Phil Spector, Elliott Smith
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Do you ever think of me up there

when you’re God knows where

with your eyes closed in front of the crowd?

Would you pull me up on stage if I

came to your show tonight?

Would you still get me high backstage?

Do I remember summer rain

that sweet metallic taste

the chemicals that made us stay awake?

I didn’t really get it then

but it struck my mind the other day:                  

I think you’re right about «the leaving»-part

but you’re wrong about «the running away»

                  

I’m still working on the could-have-beens

of you and I, I mean

what if Patricia hadn’t chosen that night?       

You told me once that if we ran away 

and never spoke her name

then the world would fall back into place           

but I rely on muscle memory

onstage wine and irony

if you somehow got the best of me

put it out there in when my recollection’s slow

I’m in the corner by the bar, tonight

you played a song of mine

with contorted chords and words shuffled around

me, I don’t mind you changing it

rearranging it

kinda like the way you’re slowing it down                         

your introduction it was eloquent

but you didn’t write that song on the road

sure, I agree with the sentiment 

I’ll be waiting where the flightcases load

she lived right across the street from us

and her mum still wakes up insane

just to ask: will she back again?

Now, what am I supposed to say?

So we’ll be dining with the could-have-beens

you & I, I mean

and though our words need time to unfold 

there are moments worth remembering

I hope you’re good at it

’cause there is so much I wish I didn’t know

and that’s why you’re not coming back

and that’s why I can never leave

but Patricia would have that loved that song     

just the way you’re playing it to me  

Words and music: Pål Angelskår / Sjur Lyseid
Jon Arild Nupen-Stieng: Electric guitars, 

acoustic high strung guitars
Henrik Harr Widerøe: Bass, backing vocals

Harald Sommerstad: Grand Piano
Halvor Høgh Winsnes: Drums

Pål Angelskår: Acoustic guitars, vocals
Written in dialogue with: Simon & Garfunkel, 

Byrds, Big Bang 
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You taught me how to raise the stakes        

how to punch above my weight

but you’re not here to see me fail

you taught me how to shake the blame

you told me I would stay the same

how to keep a straight face with the weakest hand          

but you never taught me how to fall                                                                 

how to keep on running when I lose control

you never taught me how to fall

you told me about the golden rule:

The girlfriend and the swimming pool

how they look at what you got, not at what you do

you taught me not to overspend

how to trust a man you can’t befriend

always me and you, never us and them

but you never taught me how to fall  

how to keep my cool at the curtain call

you never taught me how to fall

I was made for exceptions, not common law

you never taught me how to fall

but I chose to love you in spite of all your flaws

you never taught me how to fall

how to keep on running, when I’ve lost it all

you never taught me how to fall

Music: Pål Angelskår
Words: Pål Angelskår / Sjur Lyseid

Jon Arild Nupen-Stieng: Main electric guitars and solos
Henrik Harr Widerøe: Bass, backing vocals

Harald Sommerstad: Organ, Wurlitzer
Halvor Høgh Winsnes: Drums

Thom Hell: All electric guitars that 
sounds like something else 

Roar Nilsen: Electric guitar, harmony voice on piano solo
Oddgeir Berg: Piano

Pål Angelskår: Acoustic guitars, 
occasional electric guitars, vocals

Written in dialogue with: Madrugada, Dipsomaniacs, 
The Posies
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Who are you?                                                                                   

I don’t believe we’ve met before

but here we are and outside the night is beautiful                      

and you look really sweet, me I’m so tired from 
traveling

I could probably eat that peach that Bernard left for 
Stephen

so, who would you want to be

if you could choose from everyone? 

If nothing held you back, if no one told you where 
to go?

Would I find you on the screen, on the cover of a 
magazine

or just walking down the street in a city far from 
everything?     

Come sit with me, 

here’s a pillow, here’s a knee

and here’s a thought:

our weightlessness needs no support

your feet look really small but they can take you 
anywhere

anywhere at all

so, what if we got out of here?

Where do you want to go?

Pretty soon the bars will close

I’d like to stay awake

to watch the daylight as it breaks

at the cemetery gates, they’re open all night long 

it’s quiet and it’s safe and no one ever comes 
around

and the woods around this sleepy town  

they’ve never ever let me down

not like rock’n roll

not like rocket science                                                                                     

not like unexpected calls

from far away

truth or dare

tomorrow, will you still be here?

Is that a smile or just your way of saying «I don’t 
care»?                

Let’s grow young for once                                  

hey baby, we’re still traveling light

and we’re no good on our own                                

I could really use someone like you, tonight

so here I am once more

in the playground of the broken hearts

see, I just want one more go

before tomorrow’s burdens start                             

to finally tip the scales                                            

and poke a hole in everything

see, nothing comes for free

not even company

who are you?                                                                                   

it feels just like we’ve met before

here we are and outside the light is beautiful                      

and you look really sweet, me I’m so tired from 
traveling

I could probably eat that peach that Bernard left for 
Stephen 

when he split

Music: Henrik Harr Widerøe
Words: Pål Angelskår / Sjur Lyseid

Henrik Harr Widerøe: Grand piano, upright piano, 
backing vocals

Pål Angelskår: Vocals
Written in dialogue with: Bernard Shakey, 

Stephen Stills, Lars Lillo Stenberg, 
Oscar Wilde & Derek William Dick
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I came to feel The Lemonheads

or whatever you wanted to feel   

when Juliana played the bass guitar

and the smoke was too thick to breathe

they came on late, looking like they’d rather be at 
home

that was fashionable back then  

Evan wore his favorite T that I recalled from posters on 
her wall

some country dude from way back when

I knew she’d be there anyway

so I didn’t care to call

a few nervous drinks and then we headed back

to the posters on her wall

I spent another sleepless night

we snuck out in the morning feeling green

I guess your mum, she most have known

but she was never introduced to me 

two more weeks of school and then we’re off forever

you might have told me not to wait

I wrote napkin poetry on days skipping towards the 
summer

another leap of faith

fall brings out the best in me

the cold resides inside my chest

when the leaves pile up in heaps around the trees

then I am at my best

but no amount of calm can make me forget what I want     

or the chances that I blew

so while I wait for winter and for darkness to arrive

I long for something new

I spin the record patiently

I like the fact it’s not too long

Juliana plays the bass guitar

and Evan still cares for his songs

so I write napkin poetry but never about her

or the way we ought to be

Josephine she slipped into those summer nights 

but Alison’s still happening to me

Music: Pål Angelskår
Words: Pål Angelskår / Sjur Lyseid

Jon Arild Nupen-Stieng: Electric and acoustic guitars
Henrik Harr Widerøe: Bass, backing vocals, flutes

Harald Sommerstad: Grand Piano
Halvor Høgh Winsnes: Drums

Pål Angelskår: Acoustic and electric guitars, vocals
Bjarne Gustavsen: Hammond B3

Roar Nilsen: Korg Polysix
Written in dialogue with: The Lemonheads, DNTL, 

Teeanage Fanclub, The Eagles
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It might have been the things we mean but never say

the movement of your hands

the trust I can’t betray

when your eyes are meeting mine and you tend to look 
away    

it might have been her guilt 

her sense of right and wrong     

her voice and how it sounded through a microphone

she was born with a name that could start off a song

I always thought that I would hold the losing end                           

that you’d find something better as soon as life began 
to move 

it took her just one second

what I couldn’t solve for years

I always thought that I’d remain the hopeless one

that you’d find something better

when the ground began to move

it took her just one second

what I couldn’t solve for years

what we couldn’t solve for years

it might have been the things we said

but never meant

it might have been an accident, but then again 

accidents will happen

if you’re only letting them   

                                                                                                   

and I’m not sure I want you to believe in me

I believe forgiveness comes too easily

and now your need for comfort

is wearing on my knees

I always thought that I would hold the losing end                           

that you’d find something better as soon as life began 
to move 

it took her just one second

what I couldn’t solve for years

I always thought that I’d remain the hopeless one

that you’d find something better

now as life begun to move

it took her just one second

what I couldn’t solve for years

what we couldn’t solve for years

a misprint on her T-shirt made me look her way

reminded me of something I forgot to say

her eyes weren’t even pretty

but they didn’t look away

Music: Pål Angelskår
Words: Pål Angelskår / Sjur Lyseid

Jon Arild Nupen-Stieng: Electric guitars
Henrik Harr Widerøe: Bass, backing vocals

Harald Sommerstad: Fender Rhodes
Halvor Høgh Winsnes: Drums, Percussion

Pål Angelskår: Vocals, acoustic guitars
Written in dialogue with: Bruce Springsteen, 

Gregory Wicky, Elvis Costello
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They were working together in the garden on a lazy, 
warm weekend

he was tending to the roses, when she noticed how 
his hair had thinned

maybe it was just the thought of time

half empty hour glasses they’re not granting us a 
second try

suddenly the changes seemed so small                                               

all her aspirations, all her dreams, felt like she’d 
spent them all              

good girl gone bad

good girl gone bad 

good girl gone bad

without a word

there was a time when all my dreams they seemed 
so feasible and real    

it’s not that long ago but now I can’t recall just how 
it feels

yesterday – «we» were all I knew

painted in the present tense, I think in the terms of 
me and you                                                      

these fancies they tend to grow away     

but don’t you ever get the feeling: we are running 
out of days? 

 

Good girl gone bad 

good girl gone bad

good girl gone bad

you must have heard

they sat together on the grass and watched the 
evening sky grow dark

she asked him for a cigarette, and there and then 
laid bare her aching heart 

«we’ll work it out», he said and pulled her close

she heard the pressure in her chest release a quiet: 
«I suppose»       

stuck between his jaws a trembling sound

he felt he had to ask: «does this mean we’re on 
shaky ground?»

Good love gone bad

good love gone bad

good love gone bad

I’m out of words

you always said: wait around for me 

you always said: wait around for me   

you always said you’d wait a while and see      

you always said: wait around for me  

I thought that things would sort themselves if I 
could only clear my head   

it took another year of disappearing till I found 
home again      

sometimes he still asks me if I’m true

so I found a way to answer him without having to 
tell the truth 

your mind it is a stranger, that’s the phrase he used

now I found a way to look at him, that won’t belie 
the words I choose: 

«Good girl gone bad»

Music: Pål Angelskår
Words: Pål Angelskår / Sjur Lyseid

Strings arranged by: Lise Voldsdal & Roar Nilsen
Jon Arild Nupen-Stieng: Electric guitars

Henrik Harr Widerøe: Bass, backing vocals, flutes
Harald Sommerstad: Fender Rhodes

Halvor Høgh Winsnes: Drums, Percussion
Pål Angelskår: Acoustic guitars, vocals

Linnea Dale: Vocals
Bjarne Gustavsen: Hammond B3

Oslo Strings:
Lise Voldsdal: violin

Ragnhild Lien: violin
Isa Holmesland: viola

Kaja Fjellberg Pettersen: cello
Written in dialogue with: Tom Morgan, Rhianna, 

The Everly Brothers, George Martin
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She’s down in the basement with her new best friend

a skinny kid from the suburbs with an uptown name               

four clumsy chords, then it fades away                           

I’m stuck at the table but out of the game

I like the way she just sings for the sake of the song

places the awkward phrases where they belong

somehow, she knows

from where I sit I can barely hear them talk

their voices sneak up through the pipes in the walls

I hear the vowels of my name, like from another world

and a song I used to sing when she was a little girl

it sounds so much better than the one I wrote

when I rented a room in the tower of song                                         

all those years ago

when she used to trust me to help her out

now she trusts someone on the upper floors

I’m the house but there are distant lands

So, I don’t make no claims, she’s got the upper hand

sixteen years under my wing                             

soon my advice won’t be more than my take on things

and I have been worried for way too long

I’m tired of worrying on my own

I leave the record on

she might ask for money

she might ask for a ride

but she’s not going to disappear and die

she’ll be alright

Music: Pål Angelskår
Words: Pål Angelskår / Sjur Lyseid

Strings arranged by Roar Nilsen
Jon Arild Nupen-Stieng: Electric guitars, 

acoustic high strung guitars
Henrik Harr Widerøe: Bass, backing vocals

Harald Sommerstad: Grand Piano
Halvor Høgh Winsnes: Drums

Pål Angelskår: Acoustic guitars, vocals
Oslo Strings:

Lise Voldsdal: violin
Ragnhild Lien: violin

Isa Holmesland: viola
Kaja Fjellberg Pettersen: cello

Written in dalogue with: Alex Chilton, 
Leonard Cohen, Maja Bjaarstad Angelskår
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